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Dear Friends,
 
The last quarter saw us all face a challenge that affected
all of mankind globally. For many of us it was a first time
exposure to a pandemic. A time when nature reminded us,
that it can unleash a small insignificant virus and the
entire of developed mankind will have to rethink it
behaviour. It proved that our Hindu outlook towards
nature is indeed visionary and we mankind must behave
as a responsible member of the global family. 
 
With challenges came equally magnanimous opportunities.
We have rallied, reorganised and realigned our living to
overcome the challenge and come out stronger, although
a bit bruised with considerable collateral damage. As
swayamsevaks/sevikAs, we reached out our fellow citizens
in an organised manner to be of whatever help we could
be, to the society that we are a part of.            Continued...
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UPCOMING HINDU
FESTIVALS

GURU POORNIMA          

 (5 JULY)

TULSIDAS JAYANTI      

 (27 JULY)

RAKSHABANDHAN        

 (5 AUGUST)

KRISHNA JANMASHTAMEE  

(11 AUGUST)

GANESH CHATURTHEE 

 (22 AUGUST)

VISHWAKARMA POOJA

(17 SEPTEMBER)

WORDS OF WISDOM

"CALMNESS IN

PREPARATION BUT

BOLDNESS IN EXECUTION,

THIS SHOULD BE THE

WATCHWORD DURING THE

MOMENTS OF CRISIS." 

– VEER SAVARKAR

All this was done with strict compliance to all new social
rules put in place for social behaviour. We have shown
ourselves and our social family how efficiently we rally for
sevA at the time of need. As Shree Saumitraji Gokhale,
(Samyojak, Vishwa Vibhag, HSS) said in his bauddhik, we
lived the value; that sevA = karma-yoga + dnyana-yoga +
bhakti-yoga. Through this we realised that sevA is a
purifying process easily applied at the individual level!
 
Since shAkhAs could not be conducted outdoors, we
discovered a new dynamic dimension and started adapting
to indoor e-shAkhAs all over Australia and the world. We
brought the shAkhA home and our parents, grand-parents
all joined us in shAkhA! We adapted well and kept our
learning vigorous. 
 
One of the highlights of this season was the availability of
renowned, experienced kAryakartAs as guides who graced
our fortnightly pan-Australia bauddhik vargas. A separate
report on this activity is presented in this newsletter. 
 
Another highlight achievement was our coordinated
‘surya-namaskAr-yagnya’ SNY2020 culminating in
worldwide participation and awareness as June 21st
approached. We celebrated the International Yoga Day
with citizens worldwide and demonstrated the benefits of
yoga and surya-namaskAr at an individual level and
community level. This was all the more relevant given the
current social distancing restraints and public health. 
 
Sometimes some of us may wonder; what is the use of us
going to shAkhA?   What results do we see? I believe the
last quarter and the crisis mankind faced, showed us our
own mettle. Here I remember the doha by Sant Kabir, that
Shree Ramji Vaidya (Saha-Samyojak, Vishwa Vibhag, HSS)
mentioned in his bauddhik:
 
धीरे धीरे रे मना, धीरे सब कुछ होय । माली �स�चे सौ घडा, ऋतु आये फल होय ।
Our regular participation in shAkhAs is that of doing our
divine work as the gardener, watering the plants patiently.
The efforts will fruition when the season is right.
 
 
With best wishes always,
Nihal 
(Sanghachalak, Sydney)



With challenges come opportunities and by seizing these opportunities we can open new

doors to success.

E-SHAKHA ACTIVITIES - CHALLENGES AND
OPPORTUNITIES DURING THE LOCKDOWN
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The whole world is going through a worst phase due to COVID-19; most of the
businesses, jobs, and activities are shut down. Since March 2020, the lockdown imposed
due to the COVID-19 pandemic has forced everyone to stay at home. However, the
situation has not deterred the running of shAkhAs across Sydney mahAnagar.
Additionally, this will not prevent the Sydney mahAnagar shAkhA activities as we are
determined to keep everyone healthy - physically and mentally - by all means.
 
By following the social distancing rules and in accordance to the government advice to
not conduct large public gatherings outside, all shAkhAs gradually moved to an online
video-conferencing platform. We started meeting though video conferencing and the
shAkhA activities became e-shAkhA activities. This novel way of conducting the shAkhA
inevitably came with several challenges. But, as it is rightly said, with challenges come
opportunities. The shAkhAs utilised this opportunity to conduct regular activities by
using innovative methods and ideas. For instance, earlier we used to begin the shAkhA
with warmup exercises; currently all the families perform the warmups at home through
video call. Similarly, we used to have khels like kho-kho, kabbadi, laghori, etc. but now
we have e-khels like quizzes, art, charades and a lot of yogAsanas. Additionally, the
bauddhik, geet, subhAsheet, all take place with audio-visual aids and presentations.
Another wonderful benefit of e-shAkhA is that that now the sankhyA for every shAkhA
has increased as every shAkhA has new games and tasks.

shAreerik: yogAsanAs, suryanamaskArs, light
exercises.
bauddhik: geet, subhAsheet, bauddhik/charchA.

In the West bhAg e-shAkhAs following activities were
conducted:

 
To make the shakha interesting, most of the shAkhAs
conducted quiz using platforms like Kahoot, which was
enjoyed by all swayamsevaks and sevikAs.
Some shAkhAs also chose a topic each week, based on
which the bAl gana did drawings/presentations. In one
such activity, Epping shAkhA chose Indian festival as a
topic and the kids drew pictures representing the
festivals. In another shAkhA, sevikAs chose one mahilA
role model and prepared a presentation on it. One shAkhA
conducted a geet pratiyogitA, in which all the families
were involved. Another creative activity was Origami,
which kept the kids creatively engaged.

E-SHAKHA ACTIVITIES - WEST BHAG



shAreerik and bauddhik - During video conferencing, one person demonstrates the
the light warmup exercises and suryanamaskArs and everyone follows them from their
own homes. The shAkhA also enjoys playing e-khel such as rAm-shyAm, number
games, memory games, pop-up quizzes, which are adapted to suit the online format.
Activities like prArthanA abhyAs, geet, subhAsheet, and quizzes use visual aids and
presentations. A bAl swayamsevak made an engaging presentation about the story of
dhruv. The eloquence of the young swayamsevak was truly appreciable! 
Varsh prateepadA utsav - The utsav, conducted online, highlighted the importance of
varsh prateepadA in the hindu culture and in the HSS community.
Clapping for frontline workers - The shAkhA did the ‘5-minute clap’ in recognition of
the healthcare workers, police and other frontline professionals, and also for our
shakha bandhoos and baghinees who are in the healthcare profession.
Mini-project about HSS and shAkhA - The bAl gaNa prepared a mini-project about
HSS and shAkhA by gathering information and presenting wonderful speeches, along
with wonderful handpainted drawings and slideshows.
Online quizzes - The shAkhA regularly conducts online quizzes about HSS, hindu
dharma, and various other engaging topics to increase knowledge about our culture. 
Mother’s day celebration - In accordance to the hindu shloka “matru devo bhava”,
which means ‘Mother is God’, everyone from the shAkhA expressed gratitude to their
mother and highlighted the importance of mothers in shaping their character and
lives. The bAl gaNa prepared presentations and expressed love and appreciation to
their mothers who hold the most important place in their heart. Everyone also paid
their gratitude to their motherland and Mother Earth who nurtures life.

At veer sAvarkar shAkhA, the shAkhA toLi along with all swayamsevaks and sevikAs has
come up with new formats of conducting the shAreerik and bauddhik sessions during the
e-shAkhA.
 

E-SHAKHA ACTIVITIES - HILLS BHAG
VEER SAVARKAR SHAKHA
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The swayamsevaks and sevikAs are highly motivated. They come up with innovative content
during each shAkhA to keep each other motivated and engaged during the challenging times.



samparka: Apart from the weekly e-shAkhA, there are efforts to maintain
communication during the lockdown include samparka with shAkhA parivAr, once a
week. 
suryanamaskAr: Moreover, more than 15 families from the shAkhA are heavily
involved in the suryanamaskAr yagnya, with total count exceeding 1700 per week. 
Kids sessions: The  shAkhA also came up with a fantastic solution to the problem of
children being stuck at home with nothing to do during the school holidays. The
kishore gaNa and shAkhA toLi members conducted daily, hour long ‘Kid’s Sessions' that
included fun activities such as origami, stories, quizzes etc. Due to their popularity and
positive reviews, the sessions are being continued through the school term, shifting
from daily to weekly sessions. 
geet prateeyogitA: This was a highly anticipated event, where participants sang their
favourite song relating to the sangh. A senior swayamsevikA was the guest judge who
not only assessed the teams on the basis of their singing but also for the creativity in
making instruments from household items and the overall enthusiasm in their
performance. The event was a massive success with participants ranging from the
youngest members to the oldest. 

Not only does rANi lakshmibAi shAkhA have a consistent sankhyA of 45, but there is active
participation on behalf of each person whether it be in yogA sessions or fun quizzes. 

Amidst the current social climate with COVID-
19 making constant headlines and everyone
being restricted to the confines of their
homes, rANi lakshmibAi shAkhA continues to
conduct weekly shAkhAs and show that they
won’t let physical boundaries affect their
spirit. Every Sunday at 8:30, families gather in
front of their computers for the weekly ‘e-
shAkhA’. The shAkhA toLi members have a
weekly online baithak where they manage the
planning and execution of these shAkhAs .

RANI LAKSHMIBAI SHAKHA
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rANi lakshmibAi shAkhA has been well on the way to overcome the barriers imposed by the
lockdown and will continue to do so for the many weeks to come.
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Change is the only constant. Life is adept at throwing new challenges at us. Some succumb, some
live with it. Some overcome them so effectively that they become a motivation for the future.

nāsti mātṛsamā chāyā nāsti mātṛsamā gatiḥ।
nāsti mātṛsamaṃ trāṇaṃ nāsti mātṛsamā prapā॥

- Skanda Purana Mo. Ch.6 103-104
 

(“There’s no shade like a mother , no resort like a
mother, no security like a mother , no other ever- giving

fountain of life!”)

BALAGOKULAM

shAkhA activities: dhwajArohaN, a few warm-up exercises, Ramayana story telling

prArthanA abhyAs: This activity gave a better insight into the meaning of our

The current scenario of Covid’s onslaught on mankind has become one such challenge for
each of us.   Balagokulam, our lifeguard in helping us stay afloat and connected to our
Indic roots was also jostled. But, we evolved. Video conferencing helped us stay
connected. With a strong template of activities and an enthusiastic team involved, the
anticipation   grew leaps and bounds for each week’s online shakha as we progressed in
time since the end of March. 
 

and prArthanA recitation,   has now upgraded into a premium version of online
application. Post dhwajArohaN, we standardised into performing soorya namaskAr. The
soorya namaskAr yadnya also caught on as a daily routine for families. Physical (treasure
hunts) and mental (Smaran) games for kids and adults alike kept each of us agile and
active. Ramayana story telling evolved into quizzing in various forms like Q&A, Word
search and Guess Who.

prArthanA and kids were given individual shlokAs to learn and recite for the subsequent
sessions.

Session on “Mother and Sanatana Dharma” - The
session was planned on the 17th of May. Kids got to know
many trivia about their mum through games and also were
challenged to prepare a quick snack for their mum which
each one came out triumphantly. Kids also spoke on Sita
mata, and also explored the various previews of Motherhood.
 
Sydney mahAnagar shAreerik pramuk, Arunji Mistry delivered
the bauddhik on Mother, emphasising how Mother is seen
around us. Right from Earth, our sustainer to our mother who
moulded us into who we are today, to Gaumata as revered in
our Hindu scriptures. He also emphasised that our dharma
teaches us to consider each day as Mother’s Day and respect
and love her as unconditionally as she does ,to her children.
 
As we soon meet at our regular assembly in person, each of
us will be a rejuvenated being with a sense of achievement
that our unity, our connection to our roots kept us afloat and
we’ve emerged stronger and more adept than before.

||atma-mata guroh patni
brahmani raja-patnika

dhenur dhatri tatha
prthvi

saptaita matarah
smrtah||

 
(“One's own mother, the wife

of the guru, the wife of a
brahmana, the wife of a

king, the cow, the nurse, and
the earth are known as the
seven mothers of a man")
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E-SHAKHA ACTIVITIES - SOUTH WEST BHAG

Finally, the e-shAkhA concludes with geet, subhAsheet, prArthanA and announcements.
The  e-shAkhA has ben successfully  running for the more than three months since the
lockdown. More and more families are joining the e-shAkhA every Sunday for nearly 2
hours, with the average sankhyA over 50, which is a significant increase since the
pandemic began. 

Southwestbhag e-shAkhA got a glorious start, as
it started on the auspicious occasion of
varshprateepadA, the first day of the hindu new
year. The day symbolises renewal and is believed
to be a lucky day for starting new ventures. On
this day, mAdhav and eklavya shAkhas started e-
shakhA with a healthy sankhyA of over 50. Along
with other shAkhA activities, a special bauddhik
explained the importance of the day.

shAreerik: The lockdown restricted us
from going outside but did not stop us
from doing physical activities inddors.
Through the e-shAkhA, physical activities
such as are yogA and exercises are
conducted. In addition to soorya
namaskAr, the swayamsevaks and sevikAs
also perform many yogA activities to be fit
and healthy. Furthermore, to keep
everyone engaged, the e-shAkhA also
conducts online khels like Kahoot Quiz,
Origami, Questionnaires, Family Shape
Game, Guess the prArthanA/geet through
lip reading, etc.

bauddhik:  The e-shAkhA format gave 
an opportunity to make the bauddhik
sessions more interesting and engaging.
Various bauddhiks on various topics like
Ramayana and other interesting topics
about hindu culture are regularly
conducted. Additionally, kids are kept
engaged with stories. At  the end of the
each bauddhik, a questionnaire round test
everyone’s awareness. Debates provide
another avenue of participation from all
swayamsevaks and sevikAs. Teams are
formed and divided through room-breaks
to allow everyone to have a healthy
discussion.
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The e-shAkhA has proven the need of socially and intellectually connecting with our fraternity,
keeping our hindu families well bonded during these tough times.



yogA: The yuvA partake in warm up activities involving yogA taught by our own eager

e-Games: The yogA is followed by games such as 'Pictionary', 'Charades', 'Guess The

e-Charcha: Next is the most sought-after session - the charchA! Everyone in the call

Guess what? As is sangh's nature, we blossomed to make the most of this situation. Just

as other shAkhAs across the world reverted to using online mediums, so did we in

Sydney. An idea was then born to create a platform during this time to keep the youth of

our community occupied in a constructive manner by starting a yuvA shAkhA at 7pm

every Sunday evening. The shAkhA consistently holds  a sankhyA of over 25 yuvAs every

week.

 

sevikAs, adding fun and challenging techniques to the traditional soorya namaskAr. This

provides an avenue for physical exercise for those schooling or working from home.

Phrase' and 'Sequences'. All of these games provide some outside-the-box thinking and

get all of the youth intrigued and engaged. Next are the Kahoots! a great quiz platform

that enables the yuvAs to indulge in their pop culture knowledge as well as general

knowledge and see which of them know the most, great for raising a competitive spirit.

The yuvAs also dabbled in the fine art of Origami, learning to fold a paper crane. Those

who couldn't manage the crane, learned to fold a simple but effective paper aeroplane. 

watch a short Youtube video together. The moderator then kicks-off the discussion. The

topics discussed were: 'Is religion relevant today?', 'Hindus should not be saying Rest in

Peace',   'Should Hindus fear God?'. The discussions created through these topics ranged

from discussing the 4 yugAs, our individual relationships with Hinduism, the relevance of

religion within a secular society, the influence Abrahamic faith has had on a Hindu way

of thinking. All of these discussions bring out personal experiences of the yuvAs as well

as enable them to have different perspectives on old topics, a true vichAr manthan.

"Overall the experience of yuvA shAkhA has been great. Sharing ideas, personal beliefs and

thoughts with the like minded youth has taught all of us a lot about the world, ourselves, and

our Hindu Dharma."

YUVA SHAKHA
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As we all already know the global epidemic
that Covid-19 produced brought up a plethora
of challenges to everyday life and it truly
showed how much we as humans may take for
granted. Simple acts like going to school or
work to playing sports with your friends were
all stopped, our weekly family shakha's too
had to adapt, overcome and improvise. 



Newcastle is a growing harbour city with golden sand beaches on the

east coast of New South Wales, Australia., having a small number of

bhArateeya hindu residents. To unite of these families as a

community, the Newcastle shAkha was conceived in early May 2019

during the visit of a sangh prachArak in the city. In June 2019, a few

swayamsevaks and like-minded people conducted the first shAkha at a

local park in the Lambton suburb. The shAkha evoked a good response

from the community. Since then, there has been no looking back.

 

The shAkha is held every Sunday evening. Regular shAkhA activities

like shAreerik and bauddhik are conducted. In addition, the shAkhA

enthusiastically conducts other activities to celebrate our rich hindu

culture. In 2019, the shAkhA celebrated Ganesh utsav by making

gaNesh ji idols and diwAli by making clay diyAs. The shAkha also

conducted sahals (picnics) to Nelson bay and the Caves beach, with

many families joining the sahal. The families took this opportunity to

get to know each other well. Bonding also increased over food, when

the shAkha organised a ‘chAT’ melA (snacks feast) in the shAkhA. In

October 2019, two swayamsevaks from Newcastle shAkhA participated

in the children’s camp in Sydney as shikshaks. This participation gave

the kishore swayamsevaks a great opportunity to know other

swayamsevaks and conduct different activities in the children’s camp.

The shAkhA also joined the swayamsevaks from Sydney in the annual

camp at New Gokula farm, Cessnock. National and Sydney mahAnagar

kAryakartAs often visit the Newcastle shAkha on pravAs. 

 

The current Covid-19 situation has not deterred the regular

functioning of the shAkha. Since March 2020, the shAkhA has moved

to the e-shAkha format and is conducting interesting activities online

with involved participation from all.

The Newcastle shAkhA has brought together hindu families in the locality to form a closely

bonded community.

A BRIEF ABOUT NEWCASTLE SHAKHA
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Thirteen suryanamaskArs with mantrAs10 
Different yogAsanAs like tAdAsana, ardhakaTeechakrAsana,
vrkshAsana, trikoNAsana, veerabhadrAsana,
paschimottAsana, halAsana, sarvangAsan,
ardhamatsyendrAsana, padmAsana.
5-minute quiet meditation in padmAsanA

The COVID-19 distancing measures are being challenging for
many people to keep themselves fit and healthy whilst stuck in
the confines of their own homes.   Yet, some swayamsevaks
and sevikAs are taking advantage of the teleconferencing tools
to hold a yogA e-shAkhA every weekday morning. 
 
Each yogA e-shAkhA starts with dhwaja praNAm and ends with
sangh prArthanA sung in unison. Launched at the beginning of
April 2020, the e-shAkhA has grown steadily with over 10
families having taken part, with a core of 10 regular
swayamsevaks and sevikAs joining daily for:

 
Not only does it make a great start to the day, the daily yogA
e-shAkhA has also helped many achieve their daily target of
suryanamaskArs as part of the month’s suryanamaskAr yadnya
and is counted towards their shAkhA totals. Our most regular
bAl swayamsevak had reached over 350 suryanamaskArs in
April, with one week still left till the end of the month.

PRATAH YOGASANA E-SHAKHA

From the youngest swayamsevak aged 6 years to the oldest at 72, yogAsanAs are proving to be

a great form of exercise; the new shAkhA will be continued as long as people can participate.
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SURYANAMASKAR YAGNYA



Along with the rest of the world, Australia is also
affected due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Many people
have lost their jobs, a lot of businesses are closed, and
many do not even have money to buy food and are
surviving with only help from the government.
International students are worst affected due to travel
restrictions, are unable to get support from their
parents, have no work or have ceased to work, and are
also not eligible for government support.
 
HSS Australia took this challenge as an opportunity to
help people and collaborated hands with HCA (Hindu
Council of Australia). HCA created and distributed an
online form through social networking sites. Affected
people who need support can fill up their requirements
in the form and can get help. They also made a URL for
people to join and donated for the needy people. HSS
appealed for help to our swayamsevaks and sevikAs by
distributing a flyer among the shAkhAs. HSS requested
to collect the donation from the HSS families in the form
of cash and kind.
 
The donation that was received was then sent to the
Wentworthville distribution center. At the distribution
center, all precautions was taken as per the government
advice. Furthermore, the volunteers were provided with
IDs, gloves, and masks while packing everything and
making it ready for distribution. Additionally, a couple
of shAkhAs utilised their weekly shAkhA time for sevA
activities like packing the foods and arranging it as per
requirements in the distribution center. 
 
Daily, our volunteer karyakartAs get all the sevA
requests for the day from HCA; they then follow up and
deliver the packages to the families, international
students, and needy people. Furthermore, the
karyakartAs also take note of the well-being of the
students, and if they need any help or support a follow
up is made in the following week. 

As of June 2020, more than 11000 kgs of groceries and more than 4000 meals have been

provided. The sevA work continues to provide support to needy people.
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COVID-19 SUPPORT



Since April 2020, due to the new challenging social distancing constraints imposed on us
all, to combat the pandemic, we were confined to our homes. However, we
svayamsevak/sevikAs have never been demoralised by such situations. We found new
opportunities and innovative ways of moving forward. We embraced e-shAkhas and
reached out to more families via online teleconferencing mediums. During this period we
also conducted a series of pan-Australia e-bauddhik vargas. The svayamsevak/sevikAs
across Australia were fortunate to hear these experienced, eminent and eloquent
speakers who imparted enlightening and moral-boosting bauddhiks that were relevant to
the difficult times that the whole world is currently going through.

E-BAUDDHIK VARGA SERIES
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E-BAUDDHIK VARGA #3
vaktA: Va. Shantakka Ji (pramukh-sanchAlika, RSS) 
vishay: Ideal sangh family as an integral part of the solution to
social challenges today.
On Sunday, 17th May 2020, Vandaneeya ShAntakkAji explained how
by being a good individual dhArmic citizen, and a good well-knit
family unit as the strong brick of society living the values of
sanAtana dharma, we are best positioned to provide peaceful
achievable solutions to today’s world challenges that mankind finds
itself stricken by.

E-BAUDDHIK VARGA #2
vaktA: Ma. BhAgaiyAhji (sah-sarkAryavAh, RSS) 
vishay: Natural way of life and way to human happiness
On Sunday, 03rd May 2020, in his endearing message, Shree
BhAgaiyAhji outlined how the hindu way of life provides an holistic
and integrated approach that makes sarve bhavantu sukhinaH -
happiness and peace to all' a reality.

E-BAUDDHIK VARGA #1
vaktA: Ma. Mukund ji (sah-sarkAryavAh, RSS)
vishay: kAryakartA
On Sunday, 19th April 2020, Shree Mukundji elucidated on how
kAryakartAs are the pillars of strength for the sangh kArya. He also
emphasised on the fact that it is a natural progression for each
svayamsevak/sevikA to become a kAryakartA. When an individual
starts going to shAkhA, s/he becomes a svayamsevak/sevikA. When
the sangh enters the mind, speech and action of a
svayamsevak/sevikA, s/he transforms into a kAryakartA.



"The yuvA today are earnest, balanced and discerning, in this age of misinformation like the

raajahamsa who can filter out the water from the milk, metaphorically!"
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As is widely known, in true Sangh style, the bauddhik commencing at 8:00 pm AEST on the
dot with a welcome to all, followed by an overview of the session. This was followed by 
vaktA parichay, vaiyaktik geet and the bauddhik by Ramji. The bauddhik was followed by
an intriguing Q&A session and then concluded with soochanas and shaanti-mantra.
 
Dr Ram ji Vaidya delivered an extremely thought-provoking, engaging and enlightening
view into the mindset of the youth, especially the Hindu Yuva, which prompted many
questions from the participants as the session progressed. In his introduction, Ram ji
spoke on the ‘Yuva-phase’ in everyone’s life and defined it to be all about balancing
expectations, relations and emotions and the responsibility this stage of life holds. He
metaphorically compared the different roles of a Hindu Yuva akin to ‘the coat and skin’
with three identities or personalities, Indian, Australian and Hindu, that a Yuva typically
juggles between. The dilemma faced here is, “which of the three identities is my coat and
which is my skin?” A coat can be removed and hung on the stand before you participate in
a scene, which could be your home, office, school or friend space, whereas the skin is not
removable. Is being Indian my skin, or Australian or Hindu? This could be the confusion.
To compound this state, as if to add more spice to the already stinging tangy taste, is a
roller coaster of emotions that is a typical phenomenon of this age! However, he assured
us all, if ever there was a generation that was smarter, then it is us, of this generation,
contrary to the popular belief of the oldies that their generation was smarter! The Yuva
today are earnest, balanced and discerning, in this age of misinformation like the
raajahamsa who can filter out the water from the milk, metaphorically!
 
He pointed out the two different theories that influence the thought process of youth
today. One thought says that man is originally a product of sin and therefore must seek
refuge in a savior and atone for his sins and gain salvation, this being the purpose of life.
                                                        
                                                                                                                            Continued...

vaktA: Ma. Dr. Ramji Vaidya (Joint General Secretary for HSS
(Global)) 
vishay:hindu yuvA - me and us
On Sunday the 31st May 2020, the yuvA kAryakartAs of Hindu
Svayamsevak Sangh (HSS) Australia, conducted an  e-bauddhik
session. This was the fourth in the series of e-bauddhiks
organised by HSS Australia. 

The vakta for the bauddhik was Dr Shree Ram ji Vaidya, Joint Secretary for HSS (Global)
(Saha-samyojak, Vishwa Vibhaag) who enlightened the participants on the topic of ‘Hindu
Yuva: Me and Us'.

E-BAUDDHIK VARGA #4



There is a huge number of people in the world today who religiously subscribe to this
viewpoint. The Hindu viewpoint is different. It propounds that we are ‘Children of
Eternity’ - amRutasya putrAh vayam! Therefore, originally, from the onset, we are blessed,
complete and luminous. However, we may have coverings of ignorance which must be
removed systematically. The hindu yuvA is akin to the young fledgling poised to launch
into glorious flight or like a bud ready to blossom into the sure promise of a beautiful
flower. How does this transformation happen?
 
Ram ji emphasised the importance of how one must be observant and learn to engage
and connect emotionally and physically with the object or person we are observing.
Consequently, a yuvA can create a reputable footprint in society by feeling other’s pain by
observation and striving to make a positive change. He mentioned the inspiring incident
of Pallavee who chose to do something for a poor school she saw in bhArat during one of
her vacation visits. The experience also helped her decide that she would choose ‘Social
Services’ as the main subject in her higher studies. She found her purpose.
 
Ram ji urged us all to think on an elevated plane and not engage in petty things. Instead
of asking questions like; ‘Why can’t I wash my hair on Saturdays?’ or ‘Why can’t I cut my
nails in the evenings?’ it would be better to ponder; ‘Why can’t I celebrate my birthday
with refugees or in an orphanage or in an old age home?’ or ‘Why can’t I do seva on
Saturday?’ or ‘How can I save some money from my pocket income and help someone in
dire need?’ These, he said, are the greater thoughts to entertain! This is real growth.
Compassion is a virtue worth imbibing.
 
Ram ji also gave an insight into the various pressures yuvA face, like family expectations,
friends/peer-pressure and society-expectations, mainly focusing on the societal aspect.
He iterated that it is better to think that we as hindu yuvA are extraordinary. He explains
further, exactly how this is. To become extra-ordinary, he said we become an initiator and
inculcate three qualities, which are, keen observation, compassion and engagement to be
motivated entrepreneurs. Initiators create history not the followers, was his next point in
the bauddhik, where he says that initiators are the influencers. We as hindu yuvA should
be contributors to society. Giving the analogy of a football match where only 22 players
would be on the field and 22000 could be in the stadium cheering and a further 25 million
could be in front of their TV’s being entertained, he pointed out that it was the 22 players
on the field who were the influencers. Each hindu yuvA must decide where s/he wants to
stand. We are playing the game of dharma! Make no mistake! 
                                                                                                                             Continued...
 

"The hindu yuvA is akin to the young fledgling poised to launch into glorious flight or like a

bud ready to blossom into the sure promise of a beautiful flower. "
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HINDU YUVA: ME AND US ... CONTINUED



Ram ji reminded us of why we were triple fortunate! Firstly, we have been gifted the birth
of a human being, secondly, we are Hindu and know dharma and thirdly we are young!
What a fabulous enabling combination! We have an opportunity and are
equipped/blessed with knowledge and time! We better not behave like an animal without
a tail. At a time when the world is fed up with the infighting between Semitic religions,
materialistic and consumerist inequalities, the world is looking for a peaceful inclusive
alternative which is the domain of the hindu yuvA by his/her sheer placement in culture,
heritage and time! He pointed out how this is the extraordinary vision of Sangha and how
we could make a positive difference in society. It is time we made the choice! Am I going
the path of the initiator or am I going to be on the sidelines cheering and being
entertained with a glass of beer in hand?
 
In the busy Q&A session that followed, interesting questions such as “how to balance the
selfless attitude in a capitalistic environment, especially, when you are trying to grow as
an Australian yuvA or an individual, without compromising our self-growth materially and
spiritually?” Ram ji answered it beautifully by explaining the difference between material
and materialistic by giving several examples. Not to be materialistic and a consumerist
was the key. Simple living and high thinking is the answer. We need not be capitalistic,
but we can raise our capital or be part of a collective capital of positive energy. Similarly,
answering another question about “What stimulus can be provided to a yuvA to imbibe
the sense of compassion or call to a higher purpose?” he answered that just one’s
genuinely positive aura can bring or spark change. By giving access, creating
opportunities and being with yuvA itself is enough. He iterated the dohA by Kabir, maali
seenche sau ghaDA, Ritu aaye phal hoye. It means, a hundred pots the gardener waters, in-
season fruits are borne.  Answering other questions Ram ji pointed out, Hindu values are
not only for India or one generation, but they are universal, permanently relevant and
eternal. Facing opposition on the path of being an initiator, yuvA must imbibe humility to
overcome these forces and increase our own force by sanghatan with truth and dharma.
Answering a parental question on how to deal with yuvA and their perceived
Hinduphobia, Ram ji gave an insightful answer saying we should win the trust and
friendship of youngsters by listening to them without prejudice, not worrying about
having the last word and constantly engaging with them, spending quality time. On the
query of identity, he said, our only identity is, we are human beings and we work for
dharma of humanity. 
 
Before the 208 logged-in 500+ participants knew it, the hour had whizzed by and the
session concluded by chanting the shAnti-mantra.

"Hindu values are not only for India or one generation, but they are universal, permanently

relevant and eternal."
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HINDU YUVA: ME AND US ... CONTINUED



The bauddhik began with the customary welcome of all, followed by vakta parichay of the
Shree Saumitraji Gokhale. After vakta-parichay, there was amRit-vachan and a vaiyaktik
geet. The vaiyaktik geet - shuddha sAtvik prem apne kArya ka AdhAr hai – set the ambience
for the topic of bauddhik.
 
Shree Saumitraji began by stating that sevA is a quality that we live by, but do not make a
big deal of. The word sevA is embedded in swayamsevak and sevikA. By inherent nature,
we serve without expecting anything in return. 
 
Saumitraji mentioned that sevA comes very naturally to human beings. It's very human to
server others. Being compassionate, kind, feeling happy in other’s happiness is human
nature. Hence seva-bhAva need not be explicitly taught per-se. It's an outward expression
of the inner bond of love for others. The first shloka that maharShi vAlmeeki wrote in
rAmAyaNa was a verbal expression of the emotion of compassion that welled up in his
heart, towards the krauncha bird who got killed by a hunter and its partner was in
lament.
 
Shree Saumitraji then explained all participants about the various layers of sevA. He
started by saying that in the Hindu way of life, sevA has a very deep meaning. It is not
just charity or humanitarian aid or community service, but much more than that.
 
The first layer of sevA is about helping others to bring smiles on their faces, by removing
some of their pain. This helps us to build a relationship or bond with them. With such
constant help, this relationship becomes stronger to the extent that we start treating
them as our own family. This is the second layer of sevA, which brings dignity, respect
and fairness in our sevA work. The third layer of sevA is not only to help others by simply
providing meals or shelter or education but understanding what their real needs are. One
must help others to an extent that the true potential of those being served is realised in
the expression of their lives. Once we do sevA in the way described above the fourth
layer automatically unveils in front of us. It is all about whom am I really helping by doing
sevA. Those who do sevA inherently gain spiritually satisfaction. People go through life-
changing experiences and hence this fourth layer of sevA is considered as the mind and
soul purifier. 
                                                                                                                             Continued...

"The word sevA is embedded in swayamsevak and sevikA. By inherent nature, we serve

without expecting anything in return."
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vaktA: Ma. Saumitraji Gokhale (International coordinator,
HSS)
vishay: sevA in sangh
On Sunday the 14th June 2020, the fifth e-bauddhik in the series
of fortnightly e-bauddhik sessions organised by HSS Australia was
about sevA in Sangh. Saumitra ji delivered the bauddhik from the
United States of America.

E-BAUDDHIK VARGA #5



SevA indirectly gives an opportunity to practise dnyAna yoga (I feel one with entire
humanity), bhakti yoga (when I serve them like I am serving God) and karma yoga (I
dedicate all my efforts towards the betterment of individuals with no expectation in
return). Thus sevA is the path of spiritual growth.   In short sevA can be summed up as
dnyAna, karma and bhakti yoga put together.
 
SevA vibhAg in Sangh
SevA was part of its kArya-paddhati since Sangh started. But to inculcate the sevA-bhAva,
a separate sevA-vibhAg was established in 1989.  Sangh has two main objectives. First, to
create men with impeccable character and second is sanghaThan, unifying Hindus. SevA
plays a significant role in achieving both objectives. Just like shAreerik and bauddhik
activities instil values or sanskAr in a swayamsevak/sevikA, performing sevA can instil
these values too. Secondly, one of the hurdles in building a strong unified society is the
presence of a section of society who are economically backward or underprivileged. SevA
aims at eliminating such inequalities and hence it is a means for social unification. 
 
ShAkhAs can participate in sevA activity periodically. They can furnish a food pantry or
visit aged care facility or conduct blood donation drive. In shAkhAs, we can have
discussions about what is sevA, invite someone who has visited sevA project in bhArat to
describe a sevA project. Swayamsevak/sevikAs must plan to visit a sevA project every time
they visit bhArat in order to understand how the projects work and what difficulties they
face, how are the logistics managed etc. 
 
Saumitra ji concluded by mentioning that the emotional and spiritual context which is
sevA-bhAva is understood as SevA hai yagnya-kuNDa, samidhA sam ham jaley!

"The emotional and spiritual context which is sevA-bhAva is understood as 'SevA hai

yagnya-kuNDa, samidhA sam ham jaley'!"
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SEVA IN SANGH ... CONTINUED



The program began with dwajAropaN followed by
recitation of the sangaThan mantra, sangheek geet
and subhAsheet, which set a serene tone to the event.
After this, a sevikA delivered a captivating and
informative session into hard work that was put in to
creating and establishing Rashtriya Sevika Samiti in
1936 by Vandaneeya Mousiji (Smt. Lakshmibai Kelkar)
and Vandaneeya Taiji (Smt. Saraswati Tai Apte). This
was followed by suryanamaskAr and light yogAsanas
highlighting the importance of fitness for a healthy
lifestyle. To lighten up the mood, the sevikAs enjoyed
a fun and trivial Kahoot quiz with questions about
beauty, movies, and facts about bhArat.

"Although the way we connect has changed, our desire to connect has not."
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E-SAKHEE MILAN

On the 17th of May, 2020, Hindu Swayamsevak
Sangh sevikA vibhAg (Sydney) celebrated their
5th sakhee milan event in Sydney. Amidst the
Covid-19 lockdown, our sevikAs took on the
challenge of organising a fully online event for
this huge milestone. The topic of the event was
centred around the idea of ‘Mindfulness’. In
total, 85 sevikAs joined the event from Sydney
and regional cities like Newcastle and Albury.

Joining this event was guest speaker, Dr. BhAratee ji, who
currently works in Liverpool Hospital as a Clinical
Psychologist. She ran an interactive mindfulness session,
explaining the importance of being aware of your
surroundings and thoughts, as well as taking care of your
mental, physical and spiritual wellbeing. This resonated
strongly with all and many sevikAs shared their experiences.

Following this inspirational talk, a yuvA sevikA led a fun and
challenging charchA session, talking about building trust
between family members, especially children and parents.
The session finished off by an activity, where sevikAs created
a Picasso drawing of the person dear to them. The end result
were personal masterpieces to be dearly cherished.

The event was much anticipated by all sevikAs during this tough time as it allowed for
much needed social interaction. The event ran effortlessly in spite of it being conducted
online and controlled remotely and concluded with prArthana and dwajAvtaraN.



Professor Milind Ji Sathaye is an Australian academic and an
accomplished writer. He writes on his areas of specialisation -
banking, finance, political economy - and also in the area of his
interest - philosophy and religion. Through his blogs, he
expresses his personal views across various topics.   In one of
his articles, ‘The RSS, the Nazis, and Pieter Friedrich’, he
touches upon the misconceptions and misinformation about
RSS, Hindutva, Modi, and India in general that are described in
an article by an American journalist - Peter Friedreich.

About the prenaNA e-zine: "The ‘preraNA’  e-zine  is an attempt to
reconnect women with each other and with self to and our inner
‘preraNA’ - the motivation to continue working ceaselessly, but
with a clarity and vision that we are moving on together to build a
strong Hindu society, brick by brick, with our collective efforts,
with love and enthusiasm."
The preraNA e-zine is a publication of HSS US.
 
The Ugadi 2020 edition of the preraNA e-zine features several
interesting articles about hindu women and hindu ways of life in
general.

Throughout the article, Prof. Sathaye provides an elaborate description of what actually
the RSS is and why RSS is hated due to these misconceptions. Further, he explains in
depth about Hinduism, Hindutva, and a Hindu nation. Prof. Sathaye goes on to discuss
several other misconceptions about RSS and provides relevant factual information and
logical reasoning to erase the wrong notions about these topics. 
 
Read the original article here.

THE RSS, THE NAZIS, AND PIETER FRIEDRICH - AN ARTICLE
BY PROF. MILIND SATHAYE JI
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INSIGHTFUL PARENTING - AN ARTICLE FROM
PRERANA E-ZINE

Along with other articles, the article 'Insightful Parenting' (on page 19) is of particular
interest. The article provides tips and techniques for an all-round upbringing of kids to
make then emotionally, psychologically, and spiritually healthier. 
 
Read the preraNA e-zine here.

"Books are infinite in number and time is short. The secret of knowledge is to take what is

essential. Take that and try to live up to it. "                                                            -- Swami Vivekananda

https://medium.com/@milindsathye/the-rss-the-nazis-and-pieter-friedrich-fcd176fe6b82
https://www.scribd.com/document/453830962/Prerana-Magazine-2020


SANGHIK GEET
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ham yuvA hai ham kare mushkilon se sAmanA
matRubhoomee hita jage hai hamAree kAmanA

||dhRu||
 

sanskRuti palee yahan puNya bhoo jo pyaree hai
jananee veeron kee anek bharat bhoo hamAree

hai 
aisA aba yuvak kahAn dil me jisake rAm nA

||1||
 

gyAn ke prakAsha kee le mashAla hAtha main
sheel kee pavitratA hai hamAre sAth main

ekatA ke swar uThe chhuneko ye AsmAn ||2||
 

Andheeyon main svArtha kee tyAg deep nA
bujhe 

mAtRubhoo ko prANa doon yAd hai shapatha
mujhe

main kahAn akelA hoon sAtha hai ye kArvAn
||3||

 
ye kadam hajAron aba ruk nA pAyenge kabhee
manjilon pe pahunchkar hee virAm le sabhee

dhyeya poortee purva aba ruk nA pAye sAdhanA
||4||

हम युवा है हम करे मु��कल� से सामना
मातृभूमी �हत जगे है हमारी कामना ॥धृ॥

 
सं�कृती पली यहाँ पु�य भू जो �यारी है
जननी वीर� क� अनेक भरत भू हमारी है

ऐसा अब युवक कहाँ �दल मे �ज़सके राम ना 
 ॥१॥

 
�ान के �काश क� ले मशाल हाथ म�
शील क� प�व�ता है हमारे साथ म�

एकता के �वर उठे छुनेको ये आसमाँ 
॥२॥

 
आँधीय� म� �वाथ� क� �याग द�प ना बुझे
मातृभू को �ाण �ँ याद है शपथ मुझे
मै कहाँ अकेला �ँ साथ है ये कारवा 

॥३॥
 

ये कदम हजार� अब �क ना पाय�गे कभी
मं�ज़ल� पे प�ंचकर ही �वराम ले सभी
�येय पूत� पुव� अब �क ना पाये साधना 

॥४॥

SUBHASHITA
य��मन् जीव�त जीव��त
बहव: स तु जीव�त।

काकोऽ�प �क� न कु�ते 
च��वा �वोदरपूरणम्।।

yasmin jeeevati jeevanti
bahavaH sa tu jeevati ।
kAkopi kim na kurute

chanchvA svodarapooraNam ।।

The literal meaning of subhAShita is - He really lives, because of whom, many others live.
Even the crow employs its beak to perform various activities to fill its own stomach. If one
only thinks of one’s own appetite, what difference between you and the crow? 
 
This subhAShita has a very deep meaning. A crow is typically seen craving for food and it
cleverly employs its beak to feed itself. That’s the only life mission for the crow i.e. looking
after itself. The subhAShita implies, that a person who is self-centered in all his activities,
is similar to the crow or a member of the animal kingdom. However, a human life is more
meaningful, when the extra intelligence they are naturally blessed with, is put to use such
that other living beings benefit from his/her life, behavior and activities.



SHAKHAS IN SYDNEY
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CONTACT US

HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/HINDUSWAYAMSEVAKSANGHSYDNEY

HTTPS://TWITTER.COM/HSS_SYDNEY

SYDNEY@HSSAUS.ORG
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